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ABSTRACT 

The wide variety of Opera taking place inside the São Carlos theatre of Lisbon suggested the authors to study 

the acoustic characteristics of three specific scenarios, which are given by the empty stage and by including 

the sceneries of Traviata and Italiana in Algeri. The florid artistical venues occurring throughout the centuries 

make this building an important icon for the capital city of Portugal. As such, an acoustic survey was carried 

out in order to define the acoustic parameters of this historical building and a numerical digital model was 

realized and validated by simulating three selected scenarios, whose results have been analysed and 

commented. 
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1 Introduction 

The acoustic characteristics of the historical theatres have been studied considerably during the last decades 

[1], especially because this type of buildings is considered an important patrimony to preserve as an intangible 

cultural heritage to posterity [2]. The São Carlos is one of the historical theatres of the 18th century having an 

oval plan shape, as designed by José da Costa e Silva [3]. To obtain a complete description of the spatial sound 

propagation, acoustic impulse responses have been measured by paying attention to all of the features and 

properties that characterise this place, including the resonance box below the orchestra pit. This paper aims to 

analyse the acoustical parameters extracted from the measurements and the virtual simulations for each of the 

three different configurations [4, 5]. In addition, the effects produced by the two selected sceneries have been 

compared with the simulation obtained without any scenery.  

2 Historical background  

The Opera, as a music style, landed dominantly in Portugal in 1706 with the occasion of the marriage between 

the future king D. João 5th and Anne-Marie of Austria. The new queen promoted many musical events and 

during this florid period the arrival of Domenico Scarlatti helped to develop such art. The passage from the 

temporary exhibitions to a real theatre was owed to the increase of artists operating in Lisbon, mainly coming 

from Italy [6]. The first shows, called Pateos das Comedias, were performed outdoor, during a day-light time 

[7]. The places dedicated to the outdoor artistical performance were used as a sort of Greek/Roman theatres, 

with the lower classes of the society sitting in the popularia, the aristocracy onto the palanques, and the 

members of the royal family in the grandstand [7]. The successor of João 5th  was Don Josè, who came up to 

the throne in 1750 and would like to rise Lisbon to the same artistical level of other European capital cities, in 

the name of the culture and the prestige [3]. The necessity of building an Italian style theatre gave the 

opportunity to Giancarlo Bibiena to draw the first Casa de Opera: construction of 60m length and 32.4m width, 

with 4 floors of stalls, including the royal grandstand in the middle, and with a stage having dimensions twice 

the stalls. Unfortunately, the earthquake of 1755 destroyed completely all the construction. After 1755, when 

the shows were back to be performed and when the middle class tried to be confirmed, the comedy was 

preferred by the audience against the tragedy [7]. Through an easy way, the theatre assumed an added value, 

that was the function of spreading education and civilization across the society [7]. This concept brought to 

the realization of the new São Carlos theatre, financially supported by a pool of capitalists and built in the core 

of the city: Largo de Picadeiro [3]. 





 
 

Figure 2. Empty volume underneath the orchestra pit with the function of a resonance box. 
 

The resonance boxes of many historical theatres have been heavily damaged being filled with concrete or 

similar materials in order to allocate machinery for stage changing [9]. This construction element, so 

meaningful since the design stage, characterizes the acoustics of the whole theatre [11], supporting especially 

the low frequencies and making the sound deeper other than softer [12]. A schematic section of a generic 

resonance box has been shown in Figure 3 below, out of scale. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Typical scheme of a resonance box. 
 

Nowadays the orchestra pit of the São Carlos theatre has a surface area of approximately 86m2 [6]. 70 

orchestral elements can be distributed over the space despite the complaints of the musicians, who consider 

this space very small and uncomfortable. 

3.3 Stage 

The stage is a fixed wooden floating floor inclined by 6.5% [6]. A view of the stage from the stalls is given in 

Figure 4. During the restoration works of 1936-40 the stage was provided with a cyclorama, a rigid wooden 

prompt installed to give a visual effect to the audience [6]. The cyclorama was widely discussed by musicians, 

who would like to create instead an acoustic shell with a different shape: the curvature should avoid the sound 

to be focused on the stage and, furthermore, should be also provided with a curvature on the vertical section 

in order to spread the sound uniformly to all the directions and towards the audience [13]. The proscenium 

arch of São Carlos theatre is composed of a horizontal beam supported by a couple of columns on both sides 

[6]. The proscenium is considered the construction element dividing the elliptical cylinder from the cubic stage. 

 

 



 

Figure 4. View of the stage, São Carlos theatre of Lisbon. 

3.4 The elliptical hall 

The main hall is composed of twenty rows of seats allocated in the stalls and of 122 stalls organised onto 5 

levels [6], including the royal tribune that is in place of 12 stalls [6], as shown in Figure 5. The floor of the 

stalls is slightly inclined to give the audience a good view of the show [6], while the seats are divided into 2 

sectors by a central corridor along the main axis of the ellipse. The ceiling of the stalls is generally flat and 

concave only at the junction to the galleries of the top floor [6]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Elliptical hall, São Carlos theatre of Lisbon. 

 

From an acoustical point of view, the ellipse is a very specific geometry having the two foci as the most 

representative elements. In particular, any outgoing sound emitted from one focus would be directed to the 

other by following a straight-line direction [14]. For this reason, the enclosures with elliptical floor plans are 

plagued by quite an unequal sound distribution, even if neither the sound source nor the listener is in a 

geometrical focus. On the basis of this, if the source is not in one of the focal points, the laws of concave and 

convex mirrors can be applied, as known from optics. Considering R the radius of curvature, a the source 

distance, and b the distance of the focus, these 3 entities are related together by the following equation (1). 
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If the source S is generated at a distance greater than R, the reflections at boundaries will be focused on a point, 

from which the rays diverge [15]. But if the source S is generated at a distance smaller than R, the reflections 

will be scattered as against a convex surface, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Reflection of rays from concave surfaces: focus effect (a) and scattering (b) [15].  

 

This literature, as applied to the plan layout of the São Carlos theatre, clearly validates the spatial distribution 

of the calculated acoustical parameters, which a few of them have been reported in Figures 21 and 22. 

Furthermore, the complaints of the singers that see themselves deprived of an important part of the stage floor, 



since it has been cleaved of 2m to create the space of the orchestra pit, justify the reason why they are not 

equally perceived by the audience. 

Table 1 below summarizes the dimensions and the architectural characteristics of the theatre. 

 

Table 1. Architectural characteristics of São Carlos theatre. 

 Description São Carlos Theatre 

Elliptical hall 

Inclination of stalls (%) 5 

Major axis (m) 24 

Minor axis (m) 17 

Height (m) 15 

Type of ceiling  Flat; curved at the junction with stalls 

Levels of boxes 5 

Volume (m3) 19000 

Scenic arch Orchestra pit (m2) 86 

Stage 

Inclination (%) 6.5 

Length (m) 20 

Width (m) 31 

Height (to the reticular wooden structure) (m) 16 

Fly Tower  Volume (m3) 10000 

Hall + Fly 

Tower 
Volume (m3) 29000 

 

4 Measurements  

During 1992-93 Daniel E. Commins, enrolled as an acoustic consultant for the works in the theatre measured 

the acoustics of the theatre which resulted drier than what it should be [6]. As such, he decided to remove the 

excessive absorbing material that was added throughout the decades, including curtains, upholstery installed 

at the balconies, carpet as finish floor of the stalls.   

The measurements of the acoustical parameters presented by the authors have been undertaken after the 

Commins’ corrections, paying attention also to the thermo hygrometric conditions in the theatre [16]. 

The acoustic measurements were performed by using the following equipment: 

- Equalised omnidirectional sound source (i.e. LookLine); 

- Dummy head (i.e. Neumann KU100), 

- B-format microphone (i.e. Soundfield MK-V). 

 

The sets of measurements were organised by placing the sound source in two different positions: 

- On the stage, and  

- Inside the orchestra pit. 

Differently, the microphones were installed in the stalls and on the 3rd order of boxes, as shown in Figure 6 

below. Since the plan layout is specular with respect to the medium axis, the 2 receiving points would be 

characterising the main critical points of all the sitting areas. The excitation signal was an exponential sine 

sweep (ESS) having a frequency range between 40 Hz and 20 kHz [17, 18]. The acoustic measurements were 

performed without the presence of an audience (in unoccupied conditions) [19] and without any scenery 

mounted [20]. 

 







 
 

Figure 10. 3D model of São Carlos Theatre. 
 

From Figure 10 it is possible to see that all the element surfaces have been drawn as flat planes, which provide 

a simplification even to the complex architectural decorations that, otherwise, cannot be handled by the ray-

tracing software. The AutoCAD layers were grouped to consider the existing finish materials. 

6 Acoustical simulations 

After creating a simplified 3D model by using AutoCAD software, as shown in Figure 11, the digital 

construction of the theatre was exported in dxf format in order to compute the acoustical simulations by using 

Ramsete [27], a software that calculates the ray-tracing reflections following a triangular-base pyramid (instead 

of conical) spreading [28]. 

The acoustic simulations have been performed in three different ways, as follows: 

- Having an empty stage; 

- With the scenery of Traviata; and 

- With the scenery of Italiana in Algeri. 

 

The source onto the stage and the microphone positions were reproduced at the same location of the real 

measurements, with the addition of 173 receivers created into the model, homogeneously distributed over the 

sitting areas, on both stalls and balconies. 173 receivers are not considered a big number to be managed by 

Ramsete, since it can govern uneventfully a maximum number of 4096 microphones. In addition, Ramsete 

does not suffer the calculation time with the presence of 173 microphones, because the traceable time is 

invariant. The high number of microphones in the digital model increases rather the post-processing time for 

the acoustical parameters and for the realization of their spatial distribution. The less is the number of receivers, 

the more misleading are the contours levels of the acoustical maps. 
 



 
 

Figure 11. Digital reproduction. Perspectival view from the stage. 
 

The virtual model had the following geometrical characteristics:  

- Total number of surfaces: 5431; 

- Total surface area: 10703 m2; and  

- Volume: approximately 4700 m3, considering only the audience area including the balconies and 

excluding the scenic tower.  

Table 2 reports the absorption and scattering coefficients for all the materials considered in the simulations. 

The scattering coefficients were obtained from the literature [29, 30], while the absorption coefficients are the 

results of both calibration process and previous experience on simulations undertaken for similar opera houses. 

 

Table 2. Surface, absorption and scattering coefficients for all the materials considered in the simulations.  

Materials Area (m2) 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1k Hz 2k Hz 4k Hz Scattering 

Wood of scenic arch 116 0.34 0.37 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.52 0.05 

Solid wood 1185 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.05 

Wooden boards - walls 2752 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.05 

Curtains 41 0.28 0.39 0.54 0.60 0.50 0.45 0.05 

Floating floor 1457 0.55 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.30 0.27 0.05 

Timber wood - doors 274 0.27 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.28 0.22 0.05 

Upholstery on balconies 57 0.44 0.60 0.77 0.89 0.82 0.70 0.05 

Upholstery on seats 483 0.51 0.64 0.71 0.77 0.81 0.85 0.05 

Carpet on floor 475 0.08 0.10 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.05 

Wooden ceiling 498 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.05 

Plaster  2046 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.50 

Wooden cyclorama 503 0.19 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.50 

 

In this study, the calibration of the model was conducted by comparing experimental measurements with 

simulated data. To be noted that the results obtained with simulating the digital model without any scenery 

have little variations compared to the values obtained by the measurements [31]. This variance is owed to the 

lack of deep knowledge in simulating precisely the quantity of surface areas and the exact absorption 

coefficients that try to be close to reality. However, the values of the sound absorption coefficients were chosen 

from a database in accordance with the literature [28]. 

The purpose of simulating the acoustics of the theatre in three different settings is to highlight how the 

acoustical parameters change based on the artistical performance and different scenery installed for the 

occasion. The choice of these two sceneries is in line with the type of Opera that has been offered at the São 

Carlos theatre, considered the most popular shows loved by the audience of Lisbon throughout the last decades.  



8.1. Scenery of Traviata  

The scenery of Traviata, realized for the lyric theatre of Cagliari, has been considered now applied to the São 

Carlos theatre. As such, this set designed by Karl-Ernst and Ursel Herrmann evokes the old spirit that inspired 

Verdi in composing his music, as the public reported and testified in the occasion of the exhibition completed 

in 2014.  

The architecture created for this scenery is composed of an enclosed space, looking like a mirror of the main 

elliptical hall, given the similar geometry in reduced dimensions [32]. Figure 12 and 13 indicate how the 

scenery has been mounted by hanging the ceiling while the vertical prompts were in phase of installation.  
 

 
 

Figure 12. Coverage of the scene Traviata at the lyric theatre of Cagliari, 2014. 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Concave prompts of the scene Traviata at the lyric theatre of Cagliari, 2014. 

 

The interior design preferred at the walls and ceiling was made of a light upholstery in chesterfield texture 

wrapped by fabric. The glass panes at the windows were composed of translucent plastic sheets and the floor 

was covered by fabric in order to simulate a carpet, as shown in Figure 14. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Scenery of the Act III of Traviata at the lyric theatre of Cagliari, 2014. 



8.2. Scenery of Italiana in Algeri 

Conversely, the scenery proposed for Italiana in Algeri has been realized by Vittorio Borrelli for the Regio 

theatre of Turin in 2018. By itself, Italiana in Algeri is a dynamic opera, which involves a multitude of actors 

in ballet. As such, the necessity of a large space was not disrupted by the prompts, which do not enclose the 

stage but, being free on the sides, they interconnect the spaces of the stage and backstage [33]. In addition, the 

prompts have been designed to pretend to be the arched porch of the Venetian palaces. 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Scenery of Italiana in Algeri, installed at the Regio theatre of Turin in 2018. 

 

The linear design of the layers, most of them composed of grids instead of opaque surfaces, matches the 

transparency as it is essential for this type of scenography, in order to filter and mime the variable intensity of 

light [34].  

 

 
 

Figure 16. Act I of Italiana in Algeri at the Regio theatre of Turin, 2018. 

 

At the top, the framed scenery is open at the whole height of the stage tower, without any additional ceiling. 

In this way there was no need of building a secondary lighting system because the scenery takes advantage of 

the system already existing in the theatre.  

7 Analysis of results  

By installing the sceneries, as previously discussed, on the stage of the theatre, it is possible to see how the 

spreading of sound reflections changes for the different acoustical parameters [35]. Therefore, the room 

acoustics’ characteristics vary visibly with the presence of the selected sceneries, compared to the empty stage 

[36]. Figure 17 and 18 show in plan the geometry of the two sceneries mounted on the stage, indicating the 

design respectively of Karl-Ernst and Ursel Herrmann for the Traviata and of Vittorio Borrelli for the Italiana 

in Algeri.   

 



        
 

Figure 17. Virtual model of the theatre with the scenery of Traviata. One sound source placed onto the stage 

and 173 receivers in the hall. 

 

         
 

Figure 18. Virtual model of the theatre with the scenery of Italiana in Algeri. One sound source placed onto 

the stage and 173 receivers in the hall. 

 

Figure 19 shows the digital reconstruction of the sceneries inserted into the model. It can be visible how the 

geometry is completely different, which justifies the results of the acoustical parameters. 

 

(a) (b) 

   
                                      

Figure 19. Digital reconstruction of the two sceneries: (a) Traviata and (b) Italiana in Algeri.  

 

The graphs in Figure 20 are the results of the acoustic simulations carried out for all the three scenarios in 

absence of audience or, in other words, in unoccupied conditions. Before comparing the three scenarios, it 

should be said that the virtual reproduction of the acoustics without any sceneries do not faithfully match the 

real values, due to a lack of knowledge in relation to the characteristics of materials (e.g. thickness, surface 

area, etc.) that are crucial as input data for the realization of a simulated model [37]. Although this little 





We can also see the results considering a different way of representation, which indicates the spatial 

distribution of the same parameters. Figures 21 and 22 report the example of a few parameters. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

   
 

Figure 21. Spatial distribution of T20 at 500 Hz for the three scenarios: (a) without any scenery; (b) with 

scenery of Traviata; (c) with scenery of Italiana in Algeri. 
 

(a) (b) (c) 

   
 

Figure 22. Spatial distribution of C80 at 500 Hz for the three scenarios: (a) without any scenery; (b) with 

scenery of Traviata; (c) with scenery of Italiana in Algeri. 

8 Outcomes and discussions 

The average EDT and reverberation time (T20) obtained by simulation without an audience and with the scenery 

of Traviata is found to be lower than the other two scenarios due to the reduced volume of the stage. However, 

the trend line of EDT and T20 are almost linear, showing a slight double slope, as indicated in Figure 23. This 

phenomenon is explained by the absence of an audience because the reflections of the sound waves on the 

rows of seats pronounce the sound amplification especially at low frequencies [40-43].  

 

 
 

Figure 23. Double slope trend of the T20 decay at 500 Hz, related to the scenery of Traviata. 

 

The spatial distribution of the reverberation time (T20) is quite uniform in the elliptical hall with the scenery 

Traviata installed on the stage. It is dissimilar from the other two scenarios as it can be noticed that for Italiana 

in Algeri and the empty stage the T20 is higher at the last rows of seats of the stalls and on the balconies. 

In terms of clarity index for music (C80) the spatial distribution is very similar across all the scenarios, showing 

a good clarity at the middle rows of the stalls while it was found higher at the rows of seats closer to the stage. 



9 Conclusions 

Starting from the historical development and the architectural features characterising the São Carlos theatre, 

this paper describes the acoustic behaviour of this historical building by presenting the measurement results 

undertaken in 2003, which show a slightly “deaf” sound perception for musical performances.  

However, acoustical simulations have been elaborated for three selected scenarios in order to highlight how 

the sound diffusion behaves differently inside the sitting areas based on the type of scenery installed on the 

stage. In particular, the scenarios in comparison involve the absence of any scenery on the stage, the installation 

of the scenery of Traviata and of Italiana in Algeri. All the simulations have been calculated in unoccupied 

conditions. The results obtained from the elaboration of the virtual model showed that the lowest reverberation 

time was found with the scenery Traviata on. This is itself explicable due to the reduced volume of the scenic 

tower since the scenery Traviata creates an enclosed space given by the prompts and the ceiling assembled 

together.  

Differently, the scenery of Italiana in Algeri resulted closer to the scenario having an empty stage because the 

layers are open to the ceiling and to the sides, interconnecting the spaces of the stage and the backstage.  

Overall, since both types of sceneries (enclosing a part of the stage or provided with an open prompts) have 

been diffusively performed inside the São Carlos theatre throughout the last decades, it can be assumed that 

all of the musical performances have obtained a successful acceptance from the audience, without any desirable 

condition. 
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